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nic – fascinating for generations

For over 30 years now we have been producing 
high-quality wooden toys. True right from the start 
to our philosophy of “something special” for children, 
sustainably developed and produced with care. Toys 
not just for one generation, but also for those that 
follow…
Now that sustainability and environmental respon-
sibility is increasingly the focus of today’s parents, 
we find our position strengthened yet again. We are 
always bringing our decades of experience to our new 
products and using these guiding pillars to direct our 
expertise.
Toys from our ranges impart values that are unique 
or rather in these days quite rare. In their early years, 
small children together with their parents discover 
impressive moments in stimulating the senses. Becau-
se children learn by playing.
The fact that play connects and possible restrictions 
on contact are more easily tolerated emphasises 
the playtime value of our products. In times such as 
during this pandemic, parents have been and are even 
closer to their children. Once again, our premium 
toys are fantastic and important companions in such 
strange times. Their feel and their timeless design 
continue to awaken curiosity in the young and in 
those who are older.
Imaginative options for play promote motor skills, a 
gift for combination and sensory development. They 
leave enough space for the child’s own creativity and 
improve attention and concentration.
Let us walk down this path together to offer your 
customers fabulous sustainable toys that will move 
down the generations.
We hope you have a lot of fun and find inspiration 
while browsing through our wide and varied range.

Gerold Hertenberger  ppa. Michael Seeler

     at Facebook and Instagram

Take a look!
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High-quality wooden toys have to put up with the way 
children treat them. This is often more than most toys can 
handle. However, we want you to go home with a flawless 
product. Therefore we apply the strictest requirements and 
guidelines to the nic wooden toys produced at our factory 
in southern Germany.

Our CE-compliant processes, as well as a number of other 
marks and seals of quality, give you the certainty of having 
chosen a valuable and outstanding toy. 
The CE mark confirms that our products are in compliance 
with the European Standard for the safety of toys (EN 71).
We use only selected wood, mainly beech and maple, from 
European forests certified for their sustainable forestry ma-
nagement standards. Further, our products are treated only 
with tested and certified varnishes and paints, primarily 
water-based. These are completely harmless to the environ-
ment and the health of children. Thus, these toys can be 
put into the mouths of even the smallest children, as even 
the dye released when in contact with saliva is completely 
harmless.
The aforementioned quality seals are not, however, a con-
firmation of the “indestructibility” of these toys. Our toys, 
as do most consumer items, react to a certain degree of 
wear and tear. Although our toys are compliant with all re-
gulations applying to fall, tensile and impact tests, damage 
can occur through repeated exposure to impact and drops, 
as well as kicking.

creative stable valuable

About us

Thus, we are not able to guarantee 100% indestructibility, 
as toys are often exposed to the incalculable mechanical 
stresses described above. Nonetheless, it is our aim to crea-
te toys for all age groups which will stimulate learning and 
development.
An important focus of education is to teach children about 
danger, how to behave when confronted with it and to 
protect them from it. Therefore, toys must regularly be 
inspected by caregivers and removed in time if damage has 
occurred.
Care and cleaning of these toys requires a moist cloth and 
avoidance of the use of chemical cleaning agents.
We give age recommendations for our toys. This is, of 
course, subject to the individual stage of development and 
the interests of each child. Additionally and if necessary, 
warnings are issued for certain toys, indicating possible 
dangers in the case of incorrect use. In this way, the legis-
lator can contribute to preventing risks. Please heed such 
warnings precisely and keep them and the manufacturing 
certificate in a safe place.
A number of our products have also been acknowledged by 
the Working Committee “spiel gut” (“good play”) for their 
play value. Recognition, for example from the Association 
for Left-Handed Children, or design prizes, also confirm 
the value of our work.
Nic wooden toys are valuable toys – for all the generations 
to come!!!

Safety is our highest priority.
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creamobil

Deco blocks
20 x 20 x 20 cm
Art. 8021

Deco blocks

Deco blocks
35 x 35 x 35 cm
Art. 8018

Deco blocks
30 x 30 x 30 cm 
Art. 8019

Deco blocks
25 x 25 x 25 cm 
Art. 8020

Advertising material/creamobil

                             , a classic by nic.
Robust, durable, well thought out - unequalled in quality, 
functionality and play value!

hang up, put on, plug in...
All the items in the creamobil vehicle range can be combined with 
each other wonderfully.  
Working parts - such as rotary knobs and steering handles - are 
designed to be used with the left or right hand. 
Children learn purposefully to deal with technical details. 
Continuous extension of the range promises fun for many years.

Banner
85 x 200 cm 
incl. fastening (Alu-profile)
Art. 8017

End user brochure
DIN A 5
Art. 8008

Paper carrier bag
22 x 10 x 36 cm
Art. 8001

A: basic model short
L 36 cm  Art.  1811

creamobil-vehicles 
in the attractive sales 
packages

B: basic model long
L 42 cm  Art.  1815
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family outing 
L 36 cm  Art. 1812

nic-little men 
6 pieces, arbitrarily usable   
Art. 1801

omnibus 
L 42 cm  Art. 1816

Little men „Pico“
4 pcs, can be used 
for any application   
Art.1803

basic model long + tipper
L 42 cm  Art. 1814

C: tractor
L 27 cm 
red   Art. 1822
green   Art. 1824

Playing figures with and without faces liven up the classic nic playing set. 
They are ergonomically dimensioned and are supporting the role play with creamobil.

Snow-clearer sign
usable with A, B and C
B 21 cm, H 10 cm   Art. 1836

Loader
usable with A, B, C   
L  40 cm   Art. 1829

Haywain
usable with A, B, C     
L 38 cm   Art. 1828

trailer (twin-axle)
usable with A, B, C
L 38 cm   Art. 1830

seats 
usable with A and B, L=12 cm  
Art. 1802
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Shovel excavator
The highlight of the creamobil 
building site. 
Robust design, fully functional. 
Even the entire top section can 
be rotated through 360°.
32 x 20 x 40 cm   Art. 1876

creamobil from 2 years

conveyor belt
usable with A, B, C with two-wheeled trailer 
L 47 cm   Art. 1843

tipper
usable with: B, C 
with two-wheeled trailer 
L 22 cm   Art. 1851

Two-wheel tractor
Excellent combination 
with tipper (Art. 1851)
Usable with A, B, C
L 31,5 cm   Art. 1846

stacking box
Art. 1882

wheel loader
to be used independently 
from the creamobil system
19 x 27 x 50 cm   Art.  1875

building crane
usable with:
B and C with two-wheeled trailer.
To be used independently from the 
creamobil system 
H  = 85 cm
Art.  1874

The building crane offers playing fun 
in it´s most perfect form. It is easy 
to operate, and at the same time it 
contains technical details that are 
suitable for children. 
While playing children
 can try out here just as 
they fancy. 
The crane can be folded very 
quickly and clicked onto the 
trailer, in order to drive to the 
construction site.
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nic-lix 
dimensions   17 cm
Art. 1568

nic rattling tower 
dimensions 10 x 26 cm   
Art. 1564

nic carriage with forms
dimensions 
23 x 14 x 11 cm

Shape sorter taxi
dimensions 
26 x 16 x 15 cm
Art. 1550

natural
Art. 1571

red  Art. 1552

blue  Art. 1553

red
Art. 1572

climbing-nic
H 42 cm
Art. 1541

nic shape-sorter roll
dimensions 
13 x 13 cm

Colourful 
climbing nic
Height 42 cm
Art. 1540

The fantastic sound of the 
marbles as they rattle through 
gets the attention of small 
children. Since they fall at 
a slow rate, they are also 
interesting to watch. Also an 
absolute “must” as a rolling 
companion for the crawling 
stage.

Our sturdy climbing nic 
climbs down the colourful 
ladder efficiently, rung 
by rung, though without 
getting stuck!!! 

Rattle’n’roll 
Length 17 cm,  10.5 cm
Art. 1560
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Flower blue
Art. 1678

Multi-race from 1 year

The multi-race from nic:
different sizes and 
versions offer a selection 
for every wish.  

Hedgehog
Art. 1671

Rabbit
Art. 1680

Butterfly
Art. 1679

Starfish
Art. 1672

Chamäleon
Art. 1673

Mouse
Art. 1674

The imaginative figures are suitable for all nic tracks.
The models with collecting tray are particularly stable 
and practical for storing the running parts.

Pay attention to the number of running tracks. The more, the more valuable.

Polygon, red
Art. 1628

Cuboid, blue
Art. 1627

Pyramid, orange
Art. 1626
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Locomotive
Art. 1676

Tractor
Art. 1681

Horse
Art. 1675

Multi-race from 1 year

nic multi-race
with 3 track parts, H 45 cm   
Art. 1501
without track parts
Art. 1501.2

Gondola
Art. 1665

Ufo red
Art. 1602

Ufo blue
Art. 1603

Ufo green
Art. 1604

Ufo yellow
Art. 1605

Little running 
man red
Art. 1612

Little running 
man blue
Art. 1613

Little running 
man green
Art. 1614

Little running 
man yellow
Art. 1615

Ball red 
Art. 1622

Ball blue
Art. 1623

rattling disk
red/blue
Art. 1633

rattling disk
yellow/red
Art. 1635

Bell disk
Art. 1646

Sun
Art. 1682

Sprinter red
Art. 1652

Sprinter blue
Art. 1653

nic multi-race Maxi
with 14 track parts
and collecting tray
H 125 cm   
Art. 1504

nic multi-race Medi
with 6 track parts, H  65 cm   
Art. 1502
without track parts
PU 2 Art. 1502.2

nic multi-race Medi S
with 6 track parts and
collecting tray, H  65 cm   
Art. 1503
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The rotor 
turns

Speedy, red
L 15 cm  Art. 2402

Speedy, blue
L 15 cm  Art. 2403

nic plug mobile
L 30 cm 
Art. 2321

Heli red
L 15 cm
Art. 2202

Sturdy and high-quality . 
Made from solid wood and ideal for budding 
young drivers.  
(driver permanently installed in cab due to risk of swallowing!).

Trailer
16 x 9,5 x 6 cm
Art. 2213

Tractor red
15 x 10 x 10,5 cm
Art. 2211

playfun from 1 year

nic-plug column 
classic 
8 x 12 cm 
Art. 2310

nic-plug column 
storeys 
8 x 12 cm  
Art.  2312

nic-plug man small  
8 x 17 cm 
Art. 2301

Peg flower
7 x 18 cm
Art. 2305

Peg duck
7 x 18 cm 
Art. 2306
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Trailer
16 x 9,5 x 6 cm
Art. 2213

playfun from 1 year

Exciting even for babies and fascinating to watch. Of course mummies and daddies will need to give these 
figures a little push in the child’s first few months. But from one year on, children’s small hands will manage 
turning them around without help, thanks to the touch of the rough felt!

Whether indoors or outside — 
from 4 years it’s time for some super spinning!

nic super pegtop
red
16 x 9 cm
Art. 1582

Spinning lion
  10 cm
Art. 1586

Spinning sun
 10 cm

Art. 1588

Spinning moon
 10 cm

Art. 1589
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cubio-Playtable
A colourful mix of 
cubio blocks creates 
fun in the shop 
or playroom. 
(Table incl. mounting 
available!)
85 x 60 x 40 cm   
Art. 8005

cubio from 1,5 years

cubio-plug-in building bricks

Kindergarten-range
with 218 parts 
Art. 2171

cubio-plug board small
16 short pegs 
in 4 colours   
Art.  2121

cubio-plug board large
8 short pegs, 8 long pegs 
in 4 colours 
Art.  2122

Even the youngest can already construct exciting buil-
dings, towers and bridges by using the cubio plug-in 
building bricks. cubio captivates by an unique concept. 
The individual cubio building bricks are plugged into 
each other.  

So, the buildings are not so endangered to cave in as 
with conventional building bricks. Elaborate buildings 
are thus created, and already small builders are glad 
about their success. This system can also be used for 
building ball tracks.

cubio – packed 
into a high-quality gift package!
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cubio

The new figures of the king, the queen and the horse are easy to 
grasp and if let loose are excellent to use in free play.

newnew

New colours, new elements and new ideas. 
Our unique push-together building blocks mean we are now entering the 
world of fairy tales. At the same time, we are extending the existing 
cubio fleet with two more vehicles in a new design and with a new chassis.

          in the latest design and 
with an expanded range of themes

cubio from 1,5 years

cubio Babypack 1
(20 parts)  
Art.  2111

cubio Babypack 2
(19 parts)    
Art.  2112

new

cubio-Castle
(48 pieces)
Art. 2104

cubio-Racer 
(11 pieces)
Art 2133

cubio-Car
(29   pieces)
Art. 2140

cubio plane
(10 pieces) 16 x 10 x 11 cm
Art. 2132

cubio formula 1 
(24 parts) 15 x 20 x 8 cm   
Art.  2141

locomotive 
with 2 playing waggons
and 10 short pegs   
19 x 30 x 8 cm
Art.  2151
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Creative elements such as flowers, quarter circles, 
bushes and little birds enrich the park, for 
instance enabling the bushes to be used as a 
non-slip connecting piece.

large basic box
(96 parts)  19 x 30 x 8 cm   
Art.  2102

cubio from 1,5 years

cubio Märchenwald
(17 parts)    
Art. 2115

small basic box
(44 parts)
19 x 30 x 4 cm    
Art.  2101

cubio-Park
(30 parts)
Art. 2114 
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Accessory highlight
for the ball track

Ball track basic
(61 pieces)   
36,5 x 25,5 x 7,5 cm
Art. 2181

The “Trapeze” elements 
allow the cubio components to be 
connected at a predetermined height 
to prevent them from slipping back. 

Ball track Starterset
(14 pieces)
Art. 2180

LARGE balls 

  for little children!

cubio from 1,5 years

Built from 
1x ball track basic box and 
1x ball track extension.
Art. 2181 + Art. 2182

Ball track extension
The slide gives the extension a certain momentum.
(48 pieces)
A versatile and exciting addition to the 
ball track base set 2181.
36,5 x 25,5 x 7,5 cm
Art.  2182

Ball, red spotted
(   45 mm)
Art. 2197

Ball, yellow spotted  
(   45 mm)
Art. 2198

Ball track outlet with ringing sound Art. 2185
With this accessory, a ringing sound is generated every time a 
ball reaches the bottom. The part can be readily joined to the 
existing track sections to make the game even more exciting!
(Ball + bleached wood attachment not supplied!)
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Connection pin for set-ups Return stop for excavator

The nic CombiCar is avai-
lable as a basic vehicle 
that can be combined 
with 3 different set-ups.
The set-ups are very 
easily interchangeable 
with a flick of the wrist. 
The system is made for 
indoor and outdoor 
activities, but should be 
kept dry. 

CombiCar-base
with handlebar 
Art. 2668

Enjoy the possibilities of playing

All CombiCar parts are 
made of high quality 
beech wood. 
Paints and varnishes are 
spittlefast and sweatfast 
and totally free from 
toxicants.

The product complies with the 
European safety regulations 
for toys (EN71) and our special 
nic requirements.
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CombiCar – Dog (incl. base)
The cute pet in the CombiCar series. 
And off you go (Top is removable)
L 55 cm, seat height 26 cm
Art. 2667

CombiCar from 1,5 years

CombiCar-excavator
The shovel is lowerable by means 
of the tipping mechanism 
(red button). 
The slewable steering handle 
serves as a hoisting winch.
Dimensions of the complete 
vehicle: 
L 75 cm, H 46 cm          
Art.  2662

CombiCar-handlebar
In this version the CombiCar 
becomes the classical children´s 
runabout.
Height with handlebar = 46 cm
Art.  2661

CombiCar-base
The stylish basic vehicle is the basis for all combinations. 
Steel axes provide stability, PE tyres provide a quiet running. 
L 50 cm, H 30 cm, 
Height of seat 26 cm      
Art.  2660
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Doll’s pram
includes bedding
Made from sturdy beechwood. 
The wheels are noise-reduced 
and linked by steel axles.
66 x 35 x 50 cm 
Art. 2644

Riding and sitting toys /
Cradle pram / Doll’s pram from 1 year

pramcradle

cradle-pram natural 
L 60 cm, W 38 cm, H 60 cm
Art.  2651

- amade of beech wood, very stable production
- 3-part cushion set made of cotton and fleece washable at 40°C
- allows different handle heights
- well suited as a walking aid

nic - Runner 
with wooden wheels 
56 x 40 x 40 cm, 
height of the seat: 
26 cm
Art.  2632

Walker car
Beautifully fashioned from birch plywood, the wheels with rubber 
tyres and adjustable braking system (continuously adjustable). 
What a sporty drive. 
Another special feature is the generous seat for dolls, teddies or 
even little brothers and sisters. Now nothing can get in the way of 
a grand joint excursion.
60 x 35 x 45 cm
Art. 2641

Backrest for horse 
(retrofit set)
Can be quickly and easily 
attached to the rocking horse.
(Supplied with fastening material!)

Art. 2621

Rocking horse
Very natural and also detailed. 
The felt mane feels good to 
stroke and the proud rider will 
sit up on high. Made from top quality 
beechwood, of unsurpassable sturdi-
ness and quality. 
83 x 32 x 63 cm, seat height 41,5 cm
Art. 2620

varying

fabric

patterns

varying

fabric

patterns
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nic weaving frame
One can make the most 
beautiful needle work 
when weaving and 
knitting – for oneself or 
to give away.

Lotte
With a started weaving work, weaving needle, stop comb and two metal 
rails. Weaving width 18 cm.   
Art.  3101

Lotte in Polybag
Without a started weaving work, with weaving needle and stop comb. 
Art.  3102

Susi
With a started weaving work, 2 shuttles and stop comb. 
Weaving width 16 cm.
Art.  3103

Warp yarn approx. 
100 g   
Art. 3402

Ines
With started weaving work, 2 shuttles and stop comb. 
Weaving width 20 cm. With this weaving frame it is possible to make 
longer pieces as well, as yarn roller and cloth roller are rotatable.
Art.  3170

Weaving round 
  22 cm   
Art. 3161

Jutta 40 cm
Packed apart, easy assembly 
according to the instructions. 
Accessories 2 shuttles and stop 
comb, weaving width 37 cm. 
Yarn roller and cloth roller 
rotatable, for long pieces.        
40 cm wide: Art.  3148
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Small truck
25 x 12.5 x 17 cm
Easy to grasp steering on the driver’s cab. Loading and unloading with no 
risk of pinching is possible even for small master builders, as the loading 
surfaces cannot be tipped. Figures cannot be swallowed. 
Art. 66512

New family of vehicles from  1,5 years

Craft and skill over 100 years of tradition:
Walter toys, mainly manufactured in-house, are de-
signed for a child’s world of sensation, and are both 
challenging and stimulating to the imagination.  
They promote the child’s mental and physical develop-

ment as well as his or her creativity.
We place a special value on perfect fashioning and 
high-quality, non-toxic materials and varnishes. 
Toys for children to observe and understand the 
world around them...

Tractor
23,5 x 13 x 11,5 cm 
With an ingenious trailer system; 
never lose a trailer again! 
(Little man can not be swallowed)
Art. 66501

Single axle trailer
25 x 12,5 x 10 cm 
Also compatible with the dumper truck.
Art. 66502

Dumper truck (with tipping function)
34,5 x 12,5 x 17 cm 
Easy to grasp steering on the driver’s cab. 
It’s even possible to sit on the truck, which 
increases the play value even more.
(Little man can not be swallowed)
Art. 66511

The family of vehicles from Walter
- high quality, superbly fashioned and made of solid beechwood – 
the new vehicle series from 1.5 years.
Touches of colour combined with racy details. Steel axles surrounded by dark wheel rims made of wood and 
rubber tyres. The surfaces are elaborately finished with water-based varnish.
There’s nothing you’d want to change, not even the price.
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Sound pond
approx. 29 x 20 cm
This pond is really something. Clacking, crackling and 
croaking plus a jingling water lily are lying in wait for curious 
explorers.
Art. 61130

Game board
Colourful game ideas with fantastic colours and sounds. 
Provides play experience and impulses for infants age 3 
months and up. 
Can be attached to the playpen using the fastening straps; 
also ideal for the play rug.
20 x 17,5 x 7,5 cm
Art. 61120

Mausi
Art. 61114

Baby fun from 3 months

Baby learning toys
The hanging figures can be moved quickly and easily in and out of baby’s 

reach. Thanks to the adjustable shaft, the figures can be pushed vertically 
and even horizontally towards the middle or sides, for example – a real 

rarity among baby learning toys. The detachable figures can even be 
used as grasping toys on the play rug.

Fun hanging figures including wooden clip for attaching to play-
pens, baby carriers, pushchairs, etc.

67 x 52 x 50 cm
Art. 61100

Fun hanging figures including wooden clip for attaching to playpens, baby carriers, 
pushchairs, etc.

Miezi
Art. 61115

Froggi
Art. 61111

Bell harmony
Hanging bell harmony 
with a pleasant sound 
for listening, gripping 
and observing.
Art. 61132
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Ferris wheel
The marvellous flywheel in 
rainbow colours with a little bell.
Art. 61245

Baby fun from 3 months

Little fruit tree
„Rattle me, shake me...“ 
Have fun shaking, listening 
and feeling.
Art. 61242

Rattling tree
For rattling and grasping. 
With flexible parts and 
polished maplewood.
Art. 61240

Carousel
With quick movement, 
the balls move in circles, 
fascinating for a child’s eyes.
Art. 61244

Willy
L 10cm
This cuddly centipede can be bent 
and squeezed. The little feet are 
perfect for infants to grip.
Art. 61248

Molly
L 13.5cm
Watch the cute and colourful articulated 
caterpillar crawl up and down the play 
rug. Those big eyes are irresistible!
Art. 61249

Elephant
Not at all a white elephant! 
A design of new colours and 
shapes makes the elephant a 
friendly grasping toy for the 
play rug.
Art. 61350

Hedgehog
Simple and almost pacifying but 
not at all boring. Smooth curves 
combined with soft colour shades. 
Our hedgehog is just the thing 
for baby hands.
Art. 61351

Rattling mushroom
Shaking the red “mushroom top” 
produces a very interesting and 
pleasant rattling sound.
Art. 61246

Rattling crocodile 
Don’t worry, the cute little crocodile 
will put up with being grabbed, 
cuddled and shaken. 
Art. 61251

Snail 
Slow is hardly the right word 
to describe this new toy, cute 
and mischievous would be 
much more appropriate. 
The yellow feelers just want 
to be grasped and shaken 
and the highlight is a little bell 
inside the “shell” that rings.
Art. 61352

Dolphin
Bright colours give this toy a 
really interesting and “funky” look. 
With a little ball for easy grasping 
and the ring to make a wooden 
rattling noise, you couldn’t wish 
for anything more.
Art. 61353
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Chiming roller
The hollow hemisphere in the interior 
makes a pleasant and peaceful chiming 
sound.
Art. 61305

newRattle-disk
To shake and to bite. 
Polished maplewood.
Art. 61247

Baby fun from 3 months

Key chain 
Colourful keys to touch and grasp. 
Even for older children a great toy. 
Art. 61201

Puppy-little dog
Wuff...
Little dog to shake and to 
push. 
Art. 61235

Triangle 
Light, flexible clutching toy 
for touching, gripping, moving, etc. 
Art. 61260

Go-Go
Flexible rattle 
with bell.
Art. 65107

First Car
For crawling babies.
Beech- and maplewood.
Art. 61239

Pyramid 
Flexible clutching toy. The fun way to 
improve baby‘s grasp! With a variety 
of figures, colours, shapes and bells. 
Art. 61270

Grip-n-Car
Minicar forming a baby rattle. 
Polished maplewood.
Art. 61322

Grip-n-duck
Rattle shaped as a little duck.
Solid polished maplewood.
Art. 61325

Teething ring
For rattling and teething. 
Art. 61208

Jingle Bell
Stained and polished maple wood. 
Stainless bell.
Art. 61316

Grip-n-mouse
A clear shape and design. The little ears are 
made of felt, the whiskers and tail from 
whigh-quality string.
Art. 61324

Driving on
Toot, toot, here comes the 
little red car with colourful 
balls on top to push along.
Art. 65112

Motor skills
 cu

rv
e
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simple, 
beautifully shaped, 
just something different …

In a classic design,   
  well established 
 and always 
     popular:

Baby fun / Pull-along animals from 1 year

Doggy
Our little dog looks forward to going 
for a walk. It waggles its head and 
ears and waves its tail with joy.
Art. 63651

Rocking bee
The busy bee rocks back and forth - 
guaranteed to bring forth a smile!
Art. 61551

Rocking mouse
The little blue mouse rocks back 
and forth and claps its yellow paws.
Art. 61552

Bending clown
Pleased to meet you! 
I’m the funny roly-poly toy 
made of beech and maple wood.
Art. 61559

Trolly
Little caterpillar with a glamorous 
play of colours when pulled.
Art. 63163

Tree frog
The gaudy green tree frog 
accompanies the child with its 
frindly goggle eyes. 
It opens and closes its mouth 
while being dragged behind.
Art. 63675

Stand-up goblin
Thanks to a well-balanced weight ratio, 
our little dwarf wobbles back and forth
with glee. And never stays down for long!
Diameter approx. 5 cm, 
Height approx. 11 cm
Art. 61560

Stand-up beetle
The figure itself is slender, chivalrous and 
somewhat outlandish. He has the same 
wobble and rocking abilities as the dwarf. 
He has no problem in righting himself 
either. Diameter approx. 5 cm, 
Height approx. 11 cm
Art. 61561
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Calypso
Flowers spin-around when pushed, 
with bells.
Art. 62310

Push along dragon
Moves it´s wings when 
pushed. Handpainted.
Art. 62314

Cow
Moo...
A friendly companion with cow 
bell and pink udder - 
she can even nod her head!
Art. 63737

Waggle-Duck
Duck gently moves its head and wings 
when pulled and quacks realistically.
Art. 63780

Dragon
A lovely animal from fantasyland 
moves its wings when pulled. 
Art. 63902

Pushalong bumble bee
At last, a bumble bee, and such a lovable one too. 
With felt wings, a little bell and funny waggling 
movements, our bumble bee is definitely a lively 
influence in the pushalong animal range.
Art. 62317

Frog king
The king has a friendly, relaxed 
smile as he hops along on his 
felt legs through his push-along 
animal kingdom. Firmly 
grasping the golden crown 
in the form of a bell with 
a pleasant ring. 
Art. 62313
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Peg pony
Clear, colourful shapes will stimulate 
even the youngest to look closer at the 
little pony and pick it up. 
Then a challenge of fitting the right 
part into the right hole.
Art. 64591

Baby fun from 1 year

Knocking game „Hau-Raus“
Who hammers best? Even the smallest can already 
train their craftsmanship by means of this knocking 
game.
Art. 64423

Lock-a-bloc
The fascinating lock-a-block holds many
treasures. With attached key to unlock door. 
Good for hand-eye coordination.
Art. 64558

Shape-n-tree
Colourful wooden blocks are 
fastened to the tree by means 
of a cord and can be pushed 
through the shape-n-tree.
Art. 64590

Stack-n-cubes
Sorting and organizing after 
different sizes it´s the first 
challange for kids.
Art. 65067

Stacking beakers
Colourful wooden beakers in various 
sizes to stack or fit inside each other. 
Size 21,6 x 21,6 x 8,5 cm
Art. 64550

Rolling Sorter
Colourful wooden building bricks in 
numerous colours and forms can be 
sorted into the sorting roller.  
Art. 65061
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Jumbo-Breakfast
Toast, vegetables or hamburger – preparing the children’s 
breakfast is real fun now.
Art. 65050

Vegetable cutting
Tomato, carrot and cucumber can now 
be cut several times. A safe cutting pleasure 
for stimulating the fine motor skills.
Art. 65053

Nuts and Bolts
Colourful screws and nuts – 
adapted for children’s hands – 
can be screwed together 
in a variable way.
Art. 65081

Walter Import-Articles
These toys are perfectly crafted, and as manufacturers of high-quality toys in the Premium sector we are answerable for this quality. No 
toxic materials or varnishes are used, and child labour is not used. 
All Walter Import articles have been tested and certified by an international, independent institute (Intertek). This means the articles corres-
pond to the guidelines of the EN 71

new

Stew 
16 parts (when completely dismantled)
Colourful cooking fun. And what’s more, it’s healthy, nourishing 
and completely safe. The knife is easy to hold and helps to develop 
fine motor skills. The vegetables and sausages are held 
together by Velcro fasteners.
Art. 65055

Mix of screws 
20 parts
Not only motor skills are trained here. 
The versatile mix of shapes can result 
in simple combinations or playfully 
crafted fantasy figures.
Art. 65079
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Rolling sorter, red
13 x 13 cm
Art. 1572.1

Pounding bench
22 x 10,5 x 11 cm
Art. 64423.1 

Organic toy range from 1 year

Naturally coloured wooden toys

Sustainability is and has been our concern as high-
quality manufacturers of wooden toys with our 
headquarters in Southern Germany, not just for the 
last few months but for over three decades.
We start with this aspect right from the beginning 
with acquiring the materials.
There is a major difference in the colouring in our 
organic range. We do not use water-based colours 
and varnishes, but rather oil-based plant pigments and 
natural colours.

Thus, the raw materials extracted from natural 
products, for example, pigments from plant colours, 
natural colours and natural oils, contribute to an 
environmentally friendly surface treatment.

Our range of bio-products is intended to give you an 
understanding of our philosophy “toys in harmony 
with nature”, which is why we take special pleasure in 
offering them to you. 

nic Carriage with forms
Dimensions 23 x 14 x 11 cm
Art. 1552.1

Climbing nic
H = 42 cm
Art. 1541.1
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Climbing nic
H = 42 cm
Art. 1541.1

nic Plug column Classic
8 x 12 cm
Art. 2310.1

Grip-n-duck
Art. 61325.1

Grip-n-Car
Art. 61322.1

Jingle Bell
Art. 61316.1

Shape-n-tree
Art. 64590.1

Key chain 
Art. 61201.1

Teething ring
Art. 61208.1

Rattle-disk
Art. 61247.1

Rattling tree
Art. 61240.1

Carousel
Art. 61244.1
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Glückskäfer baby products stand for harmony and healthy 
development during the first few months of a baby´s life.
They encourage sensory development using natural materials, 
surfaces and colours.

Each Glückskäfer ambernecklace 
is  delivered on a sales supporting 
cardboard display. 

Amber necklace
are knotted after each bead. 
The clasp is made with special 
material to protect delicate skin 
from allergies.
To avoid risk of injuries, the clasp 
is designed to break when being 
pulled or tugged strongly.

Childrens hair brush
100% pig hair, L 18 cm
PU 10  Art. 520920

Amber necklace
light
L 36 - 38 cm
PU 5  Art. 520957
L 31 - 33 cm
PU 5  Art. 520967

Amber necklace
dark
L 36 - 38 cm
PU 5  Art. 520958
L 31 - 33 cm
PU 5  Art. 520968

Baby spoon
wood, L 12 cm
PU 5  Art. 520951

Children spoon
wood, L 17 cm
PU 5  Art. 520952

Babys hair brush
soft goat hair, lokal wood, 
L 18 cm
PU 10  Art. 520901

Wooden pacifier chaine
(without pacifier)
colour sort., L 22 cm
Art. 520080

Pacifier chain Summer
with clip fastening, 
total length 24 cm
Art. 520084

Pacifier chain Spring
with clip fastening, 
total length 24 cm
Art. 520083
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Gre
at c

hat e
 ing

Baby rings
2 rings each with ∅ approx. 6 cm hang inside one 
another; these naturally coloured pieces are made 
from polished maple
Art. 520061

Coathanger
L 17 cm
PU 10  Art. 522339

Coathanger
L 16 cm
PU 10  Art. 522338

varying

fabric

patternsNappy pants, coloured
size 40 - 50 cm
PU 2  Art. 521694

Dolls carrier
blue Art. 521902
red Art. 521903

The first experiences of family life are acted out by 
play within the world of dolls.
Glückskäfer has a range of carefully made, precious 
toys with plenty of scope for the imagination.
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Our first realistic baby doll

Newborn babies from Glückskäfer – 
a sensation!!!!
We are pleased to introduce you to our special 
newborn babies in the world of dolls. Our newborn 
baby dolls are handmade, with a realistic weight 
and shape, of the highest quality and with empa-
thetic features – more than just close to reality!  
The doll´s `skin´ is even as soft as a newborn 
baby’s skin. 
Including detailed features such as fingers, toes, 
a navel and gender characteristics. 
The little head needs to be carefully held and 
supported. 
Let yourself be enchanted, just by looking into 
their expressive eyes it is enough …

“Dolls support children in their 
development and help them to 
understand who they are. 
Experiences are reflected, 
expressed in play and processed.” 
Professional text extract on the topic 
of dolls that arouse empathy

My first and only doll! She still understands me!
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from 3 years

The little head    

  needs to be 

carefully held and

  supported like a 

newborn baby. 

new

Variable fabric 

patterns/clothes Variable fabric 

patterns/clothes

Newborn doll, 
boy with curly hair and clothes
approx. 41 cm (body size)
approx. 460 - 480 
grams (body weight)
100 % polyester, 
filled with moving beads
Art. 521650

Newborn doll, 
girl with eyelashes and clothes
approx. 41 cm (body size)
approx. 460 - 480 
grams (body weight)
100 % polyester, 
filled with moving beads
Art. 521651

The first realistic baby doll
•	 While	playing	children	can	learn	how	to	handle	a	“real”	newborn	baby,	
 by carefully holding the baby in their arms and supporting their little head.
•	 Important	empathy	skills	can	be	acquired.
•	 The	perfect	opportunity	to	experience	a	little	brother	or	sister-to-be.
•	 The	gender	characteristics	help	children	to	understand	both	themselves,	
 others and the differences in children in a natural way.
•	 The	pearls	inside	the	baby	dolls	give	them	a	life-like	body	language,	
 with easy-movement and positioning. 
•	 The	baby	dolls	encourage	fine	motor	skills,	language	development,	
 imagination, empathy skills and are a friend for life. 
•	 Exclusively	and	individually	handmade	by	JOYK®,	
 each doll with their own individual charm. 
•	 From	the	age	of	12	months	plus.	A	child´s	first	doll	and	cuddly	toy.	
•	 Easy	care:	Doll	washable	at	40´c/	Clothes	washable	at	30´c.

new new

varying

fabric

patterns

Puppet show from 1 year

Now definitely a rarity in the world of wickerwork and doll’s prams:  
Carefully	selected	and	sturdily	finished	basketwork,	decorated	with	a	pretty	cloth	canopy.	The	sturdy	birch	
plywood panel links the wicker top with the substructure. The solidly finished beechwood undercarriage, as well 
as the high quality wooden wheels (PE surround), add even more value to this jewel of a pram. 
The	canopy	is	easy	to	fold	down	by	simply	undoing	the	strings.	Just	the	right	place	for	our	newborns	to	take	an	
afternoon nap in the living room.

Wicker bassinet 
incl. cloth and bedding
(Can	be	used	indoors	and	outdoors)	
approx. 45 x 30 x 62 cm (l x w x h), 
handle height approx. 55 - 56 cm
Art. 521930
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Dolls pram big
alder
L 48 cm, W 28 cm, H 49 cm
Art. 521925

Dolls pram small
alder
L 24 cm, W 22 cm, H 15 cm
Art. 521915

Dolls bed
alder, without bed linen
L 50 cm W 24 cm, H 22 cm
Art. 522002

Bed linen
two parts
Art. 522027

varying

fabric

patterns

varying

fabric

patterns

varying

fabric

patterns

varying

fabric

patterns

Cradle
with rack, alder 
46 x 34 x 29 cm, H 65 cm
(without bed linen)
Art. 521946

Bed linen for Cradle
Cotton,	wool	filling	
Art. 521947
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Dog
L 8 cm
white  PU 2  Art. 524041

Horse
L 13 cm
white  PU 2  Art. 524050

Horse
L 13 cm
red brown  
PU 2  Art. 524051

Horse
L 11 cm
red brown 
PU 2  Art. 524057

Mouse
L 5 cm
PU 2  Art. 524032

Fox
16 x 5 cm
PU 2  Art. 524082

Squirrel
5 x 7 cm
PU 2  Art. 524084

Doe
L 10 cm
PU 2  Art. 524086

Fawn
L 6 cm
PU 2  Art. 524088

Rabbits
white  PU 2  Art. 524021
light brown  PU 2  Art. 524022

Lamb
L 8 cm
PU 2  Art. 524098

Donkey
L 10 cm
PU 2  Art. 524096

Pig
L 7 cm
PU 2  Art. 524094

Goat
L 6 cm
PU 2  Art. 524092

Hen
ca. 5 x 7 cm
PU 2  Art. 524064

Rooster
ca. 8 x 10 cm
PU 2  Art. 524060

A little bit of nature for your child’s room and building blocks for a carefree childhood.
Handcrafted	felt	animals	with	wool	filling.	(100%	natural	wool)	Just	the	thing	for	comfort,	cuddles	and	play

Swan
8 x 7 cm
PU 2  Art. 524076

Duck
7 x 5 cm
PU 2  Art. 524070

Duck 
5 x 3 cm
PU 2  Art. 524072

Elephant
H 7 cm
PU 2  Art. 524107

Camel
H 15 cm
PU 2  Art. 524101

Giraffe
H 18 cm
PU 2  Art. 524105

Wooden farm/
native stable
24 x 40 x 27 cm
Art. 523351

Zoo animals 
made of beechwood
24 figures in the set, 
animal sizes approx. 
5-8 cm
(Presentation	box:	
19 x 12 cm)
Art. 524200

Wood fence
L approx. 17 cm
PU 10  Art. 523361

Wood fence
L approx. 20 cm
PU 10  Art. 523362
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Our cloured wooden Glücks-
käfer-products are protected 
by well fixed water-based 
colours.
In contrast to lacquering, 
the grain of the wood shows 
through. The surface feels 
slightly rougher making the 
blocks less slippery - a plus 
for the child´s tactile sense 
development.
What‘s more, these toys give 
free reign to your child‘s ima-
gination. The different shapes 
allow unlimited creativity in 
all areas. A great way to spark 
a fascination with making 
“small” things “big”.

Fish tower
10 parts
B 16 cm, W 7 cm, H 21 cm
Art. 523200

Birds stacker
7 parts, H 20 cm
Art. 523205

Colourful shape train
25 parts
L 55 cm, H 11,5 cm
Art. 523301

Crooked tower
13 parts, approx. B 11 x W 4 x H 32 cm
Art. 523260 
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Dolphin
9 parts
B 23 cm, W 6 cm, H 9 cm
Art. 523190

Gable house
9 parts, red
B 18 cm, W 7 cm, H 15 cm
Art. 523030

Grotto set
5 parts, natural, with bark
B 22 cm, W 6 cm, H 17 cm
Art. 523322

Grotto set
5 parts, blue
B 22 cm, W 6 cm, H 17 cm
Art. 523323

Arch house
8 parts, red
B 19 cm, W 7 cm, H 12 cm
Art. 523040

Arch house
8 parts, green
B 19 cm, W 7 cm, H 12 cm
Art. 523042

Vaulted tunnel
10 parts, 
B 22 cm, W 6.5 cm, H 12 cm
Art. 523031
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new

new

Colourful shapes from 2 years

Bridge set
8 parts, rainbow
B 35 cm, W 7 cm, H 8 cm
Art. 523332

Sunray arch, yellow
16 elements
B 27 cm, W 7 cm, H 13 cm
Art. 523320

Sunrise set
10 parts blue
B 25 cm, W 7 cm, H 13 cm
Art. 523324

Sundown set
10 parts, purple
B 25 cm, W 7 cm, H 13 cm
Art. 523325

Bonfire 
11 parts
B 26 cm, W 7 cm, H 12 cm
Art. 523326

Sunray arch orange/yellow  
16 parts
B 27 cm, W 7 cm, H 13 cm
Art. 523329
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Bird tree
9 elements, light
B 23 cm, W 19 cm, H 11 cm
Art. 523097

Fir tree
6-parts
H 18 cm
Art. 523082

Pear tree
7 parts
B 17,5 cm, W 11,5 cm, H 23 cm
Art. 523091

Construction kit 
Quadrat cubes
9 parts, 14,5 x 14,5 x 5 cm
Art. 523348

Construction kit 
Quadrat mixed shapes
16 parts, 14,5 x 14,5 x 5 cm
Art. 523343

Construction kit 
Quadrat circles
13 parts
14,5 x 14,5 x 5 cm
Art. 523344
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Castle blue
22 elements, blue
B 27 cm, W 7 cm, H 18 cm
Art. 523268

All-in house
17 parts, natural
B 22 cm, W 7 cm, H 15 cm
Art. 523264

All-in house
17	parts,	red/blue
B 22 cm, W 7 cm, H 15 cm
Art. 523266

Mushroom house
16	parts,	red/blue
B 19 cm, W 6 cm, H 20 cm
Art. 523263

All-in house
17	parts,	green/yellow
B 22 cm, W 7 cm, H 15 cm
Art. 523265
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Block set “Church“
29 parts, wood thickness 4 cm
box size 27 x 19 x 5 cm
Art. 523275

Block set “Provence“ large
53 parts, wood thickness 4 cm,
box size 35 x 27 x 5 cm
Art. 523305

Block set “Toscana“ small
20 parts, wood thickness 4 cm,
box size 27 x 19 x 5 cm
Art. 523311

Block set “Toscana“ large
36 parts, wood thickness 4 cm,
box size 35 x 27 x 5 cm
Art. 523310

Carriage blocks set
17 parts
wood thickness 4 cm
carriage size 29 x 22 x 13 cm
Art. 523315
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Rainbow building set
32 parts, approx. 27 x 19 x 5 cm 
(l x w x h)
Art. 523299

Building slats “Tower in a box“
60 parts 9 x 3 x 1 cm 
20 different colours
box size 22 x 11 x 10 cm
Art. 523300

Building slats in wooden box
rainbow colours
64 parts with different lengths 
W 4 cm, H 1cm
box size 35 x 28 x 5 cm
Art. 523302
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Play blocks
geometric shapes
27 parts, wood thickness 4 cm
delivery in cotton net
Art. 523292

Play blocks coloured big
free shapes
delivery in cotton net
17 parts, wood thickness 6 cm
Art. 523287

Play blocks natural big
free shapes
delivery in cotton net
17 parts, wood thickness 6 cm
Art. 523283
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Bark castle (16 components)
Attractive wood from high-quality lime 
trees with numerous building possibilities.
L 45 cm, W 45 cm, H 9 cm
Art. 523364

Develops the senses and an affinity with nature from an early age. We use finely polished hazelnut wood and basswood 
for our toys. They are allowed to dry completely naturally with no external influences, explaining their magnificent ap-
pearance. Our branch wood is in harmony with nature and the ideal way for children to develop their powers of sensory 
perception in contact with natural materials.

Branch wood blocks
in cotton net 
(approx.  34 parts)
Art. 523398
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Top with whip
red/blue	sorted
Whip L 50 cm, 
Top H 6,5 cm
PU 6  Art. 525086

String top
red, H 9,5 cm
VE 6  Art. 525092

Balance rocker
alder, 60 x 33 x 15 cm
Art. 528005

Spinning top
colourfully painted, 3 colours, 
sorted, diameter 4 cm, 
height approx. 3.5 cm
PU 6  Art. 525095

Yo-yo
3 colours, sorted, 
diameter 5.5 cm 
PU 3  Art. 525105

Games of skill from 4 years

Our clock has an impressive design, 
looks good and is a high-quality pro-
duct. The clock has a pedestal mounted 
on the back to prevent it from toppling 
over and it can even be placed on a 
desk as a decoration later on.

Clock incl. stand
made from birch wood
Diameter 20 cm (clock face)  
Art. 525100
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Birthday stand, L 17 cm
handmade from alder wood,
coloured with water based stain
hole size ∅ 1,8 cm
suitable for Glückskäfer birthday 
ciphers, birthday candle and figurine 
as well as for any other figurine 
with pedestal of ∅ 1,7 cm.

Birthday train with rail
6 parts,  45 cm long with metal inserts 
hole size ∅ 1,4 cm for pedestal ∅ 1,35 cm   
Art. 522830

Birthday train with rail
6 parts,  45 cm long without metal inserts 
hole size ∅ 1,8 cm for pedestal ∅ 1,7 cm   
Art. 522835

Candle display
Accessories not included
(free of charge when purchasing 10 x 24 number 
or motif candles, as desired)

L 26 cm, W 18,5 cm, H 20 cm
Art. 522709

Candle holder 
brass matt-finished
for hole diameter ∅ 1,8 cm
PU 20  Art. 522701

Candle holder aluminium
for hole diameter ∅ 1,8 cm
PU 20  Art. 522700

Candle coloured stripes 1-0
PU 24  
Art. 522711- Art. 522720

Candle striped (without number)
PU 24 Art. 522721

Candle rainbow
PU 24 Art. 522722

Candle confetti
PU 24 Art. 522723

Birthday

natural PU 4 Art. 522871   
red PU 4 Art. 522872 
blue PU 4 Art. 522873 
green  PU 4 Art. 522874
yellow PU 4 Art. 522875

Candle striped/rainbow
PU 24 Art. 522725

Candle ladybeetle
PU 24 Art. 522726

Candle flowers
PU 24  Art. 522729
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Birthday ciphers, set, “1-5“
5 parts, H 7 cm
Art. 522951

Birthday ciphers
“1“ PU 5  Art. 522961
“2“ PU 5  Art. 522962
“3“ PU 5  Art. 522963
“4“ PU 5  Art. 522964
“5“ PU 5  Art. 522965

Figurine-set „Children“
5 parts, H 6 cm  Art. 522912

Birthday ciphers, set, “6-0“
5 parts, H 7 cm
Art. 522956

Birthday ciphers
“6“ PU 5  Art. 522966
“7“ PU 5  Art. 522967
“8“ PU 5  Art. 522968
“9“ PU 5  Art. 522969
“0“ PU 5  Art. 522970

Birthday

Frog
H 5,5 cm  
PU 3  Art. 522921

Rabbit
H 4,5 cm  Art. 
PU 3  Art. 522922

Bee
H 5 cm  
PU 3  Art. 522923

Turtle
H 5 cm  
PU 3  Art. 522924

Donkey
H 6 cm  
PU 3  Art. 522925

Chicken
H 5,5 cm  
PU 3  Art. 522926

The following figure and number connectors have 
a two-stage base (1.35 cm/1.7 cm), which means 
they can be used with or without the metal insert. 
(Connectors are compatible with all standard 
birthday decorations in the hole sizes given!)

Wizard
H 8.5 cm
PU 3  Art. 522927

Dwarf
H 8.5 cm
PU 3  Art. 522929

Pirate
H 6 cm
PU 3  Art. 522930

King
H 7 cm
PU 3  Art. 522928

A long-awaited addition to our already established Glückskäfer	birthday	range: 
fairy-tale figures dressed in felt clothes

Dragon
H 6 cm
PU 3  Art. 522931

Punch
H 7,5 cm
PU 3  Art. 522932

Fairy
H 6 cm
PU 3  Art. 522933

Queen
H 7 cm
PU 3  Art. 522934
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Children	are	happiest	doing	their	own	garden	“work”.	Our	sturdy	shapes	and	toys	in	top-quality	metal	are	ideally	
suitable.

Sand moulds
8 - 13 cm
Heart, red PU 6  Art. 535021
Butterfly, yellow PU 6  Art. 535022
Sun, yellow PU 6  Art. 535023
Rabbit, blue PU 6  Art. 535025
Bear, red PU 6  Art. 535026

Sand mould set
coloured, 4 parts
PU 6  Art. 535041

Metal watering can set
6 parts assorted
round,  1 Liter, H 13 cm
(2 yellow, 2 green, 1 red, 1 blue) 
Art. 535070

Metal watering can 
red
PU 6  Art. 535074

Metal watering can
blue
PU 6  Art. 535076

Sand sieve
17 cm
red     PU 6  Art. 535044
blue   PU 6  Art. 535046

Metal bucket set
4 parts, 
red/blue	in	cotton	net
PU 3  Art. 535064

Metal bucket set
6 parts assorted
with wooden handle, 1,5 Liter
(2 red, 2 blue, 1 yellow, 1 green)
H 15 cm, ∅ 17 cm
Art. 535050

Metal bucket red
PU 6  Art. 535054

Metal bucket green
PU 6  Art. 535055

Metal bucket blue
PU 6  Art. 535056

Metal bucket yellow
PU 6  Art. 535057
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Only available in autumn/winter

Only available in spring/summer

Long-handled tools from 2 years

Rake metal big
stick length 60 cm 
overall length 62 cm
red     PU 6  Art. 535624

Hoe metal
stick length 60 cm 
overall length 62 cm
red    PU 6  Art. 535664

Spade metal
stick length 60 cm 
overall length 71 cm
red    PU 6  Art. 535614

Shovel metal
stick length 60 cm
overall length 71 cm
red    PU 6  Art. 535604

Devon shovel large
stick length 70 cm 
overall length 81 cm
red     PU 6  Art. 535754

Rake large
stick length 70 cm 
overall length 97 cm
red     PU 6  Art. 535744

Rake metal small
L 24 cm
red    PU 6  Art. 535224
blue   PU 6  Art. 535226

Garden tool set
3	parts,	L	30/39	cm
red     PU 3  Art. 535394
blue   PU 3  Art. 535396

Shovel metal small
round, L 22 cm
red    PU 6  Art. 535114
blue   PU 6  Art. 535116

Shovel metal small
round, L 26 cm
red     PU 6  Art. 535214
blue   PU 6  Art. 535216

Shovel metal small
squared, L 25 cm
red     PU 6  Art. 535204
blue   PU 6  Art. 535206

Stand for tools 
with handles
(content not included)
50 x 25 x 35,5 cm
Art. 535100

Metal snow shovel
red
stick length 80 cm
overall length 88 cm
B 22 cm
PU  5  Art. 533044
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New skipping ropes made of high quality cotton, made in Germany

newnew

High-quality TÜV tested play equipment 
(suitable for all weathers) “Made in Germany”

Active outdoors

Small child’s swing
(from 1-3 years)
30 x 30 cm (seat)
Wooden sections 
varnished, 
ropes made of PP. 
Max. load 25 kg 
Art. 536050

Rope ladder
(from 3 years)
Rungs made of solid 
beechwood (2 x 30 cm).
Wooden sections 
varnished, 
ropes made of PP.
200 cm (total length)
Max. load 100 kg 
Art. 536060

Climbing rope
(from 3 years)
2 x single knots
1 x double knot
Rope made of PP.
200 cm (total length)
Max. load 100 kg
Art. 536061

Lots of fun 

    and exercise 
 while skipping, 

  from 5 years old.

Skipping rope red handle
Made of cotton, including 
reinforced centre 
(10% jute content)
Total length 2.5 m
PU 5   Art. 536081

Skipping rope natural handle 
Made of cotton, including 
reinforced centre 
(10% jute content)
Total length 2.5 m
PU 5   Art. 536083

Swing rope
made of cotton, 
includes metal hook
Total length 5 m
PU 3   Art. 536080
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Young	sailors	aged	2	and	above	
can have fun on the water
	with	our	sailing	fleet:

Active outdoors

Hobby horse (from 2,5 years)
Other notable features 
besides the sturdy con-
struction are the natural 
look and simple mane.
L approx. 100 cm
Art. 536020

Wooden stilts 
(from 5 years) with 
handle (pair) Beech, 
with 3 height settings
L 120 cm 
PU 3  Art. 536010

Wooden stilts 
(from 5 years)without 
handle (pair) Beech, 
with 3 height settings
L 150 cm 
PU 3  Art. 536015

Marble track (from 3 years)
ash wood, in cotton net

Basic set
Large concave profile 
for balls up to ∅ 22 mm, 
6 parts 20 cm,
7 parts 16 cm, 
4 parts 10 cm
1 track with hole, 
5 marbles  
Art. 535001

Mini Sailing boat
4 parts set
6 x 2 x 6 cm
PU 2  Art. 526450

Sailing boat
22 x 9 x 20 cm
red   PU 2  Art. 526414
blue  PU 2  Art. 526416

Bridge-tunnel set
2 different tunnels,
1 track with hole,
2 different bridges,
5 marbles 
Art. 535005
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Collecting album 
flowers and leaves 
(ring binder)
Beautiful, natural illustrations 
complete with child-friendly 
descriptions. 
Art. 525265

Large flower press
18 x 18 cm incl. cardboard inserts and blotting paper
Art. 525261

Large flower press
Flower	press	22	x	20	cm	with	turning	handle
incl. cardboard inserts and blotting paper
Art. 525262

Large flower press small
10 x 10 cm incl. cardboard inserts and blotting paper
Art. 525260

Flower press / Album from 4 years



525508

525517

525529

525542

525509

525519

525533

525550

525507

525515

525523

525541

525503

525512

525521

525540

525505

525514

525522

525538

53Traffic sign from 4 years

Pedestrians PU 5 Art. 525503

Zebra crossing PU 5 Art. 525505

Major road PU 5 Art. 525507

Parking PU 5 Art. 525508

Quiet zone PU 5 Art. 525509

Stop PU 5 Art. 525512

No entry PU 5 Art. 525514

Turn right PU 5 Art. 525515

Detour PU 5 Art. 525517

One way PU 5 Art. 525519

Level crossing PU 5 Art. 525521

Road works PU 5 Art. 525522

Maximum speed 30 PU 5 Art. 525523

Attention traffic light PU 5 Art. 525529

Level crossing gates PU 5 Art. 525533

Hazard warning lights PU 5 Art. 525538

Cone PU 5 Art. 525540

Barrier PU 5 Art. 525541

Gates PU 5 Art. 525542

Traffic light cars PU 5 Art. 525550

Display for traffic signs
without content
(free fom 200 signs onwards, 
Decorative example, not directly related 
to the current range!)

24,5 x 14 x 40,5 cm
Art. 525500



54 Playhouse and equipment from 3 years

Curtain set
cotton, 2 pcs.
40 x 100 cm, blue
Art. 528222

Playstand, lime wood
with 2 boards
B 90 cm, W 100 cm, T 25 cm
Art. 528150

Playstand complete, 
lime wood
2 stands and 2 archs
B approx. 130 - 140 cm 
(adjustable), 
W 90 cm, H approx. 150 cm
(without decoration)

Art. 528110

Playcloth large
Cotton,	150	x	220	cm
red Art. 528201
blue Art. 528202
yellow Art. 528205

Playcloth set
cotton, 150 x 100 cm
3 pcs. (red, blue und yellow)
Art. 528210

Children	are	happiest	
creating their own worlds. 
Our variable play furniture 
made from high-quality 
basswood provides creative 
and playful pleasure for 
ages ranging from little 
one-year olds right up to 
older school children.
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Balance 
alder, 39 x 13 x 39 cm
with 5 brass weights
Art. 528730

Cash register
(incl. paper roll)

Made from high quality limewood. Highly functional, 
computer incl. beeping sound. By pressing the button 
you can open the cash register. 
(Computer	colour	may	vary!)
22.5 x 20 x 10 cm
Art. 528735 

Shop and equipment from 3 years

Shop
limewood cpl. incl. blue cloth
(cash register and shop fittings not supplied)

Width 110 cm, depth 90 cm (2 possible settings), 
Overall	height	150	cm	/	Counter	height	56	cm
Made from oiled limewood incl. high-quality 
drawers finger-jointed. (The blue cloth included.)
Art. 528300

Shop
basswood without roof arch attachment 
and blue cloth. 
Width 110 cm, depth 90 cm (2 possible settings)
Overall	height	150	cm	/	Counter	height	56	cm
Art. 528310
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Tool wall 
(can be attached or used separately)
78 x 38 x 5 cm
The wall is made of oiled beech plywood. 
The strip at the bottom provides a proper 
finish, which will not allow any shavings 
to enter a possible joint.
This high-quality wall is ideally suited as an 
attachment for the work bench (Art. 528750) 
and can easily be retrofitted.
The fastening material is included in 
the scope of delivery.
Art. 528751

Delivery without tools!

Interest i
n 

craftsmanship 

guarantee
d...

Interest i
n 

  cooking 

 guarante
ed...

Work bench from 4 years / 
Childrens electric stove from 5 years  (under supervision)

There’s always something to do 
at home. The kitchen is the place 
for baking, cooking, eating, 
drinking and cleaning up. 
What could be more fun than 
a “bake-off” against mum 
using your own (and the world‘s 
first) children‘s electric stove!

Work bench including 4 wood hooks
79 x 46 x 60 cm, 
working height adjustable between 
59–75 cm
A sturdy and decorative piece, not just for 
little would-be craft workers. Our work 
bench is made of solid, oiled plywood. The 
quality and handling are exactly the same as 
for a real craftsperson’s work bench.
For	instance,	an	industrial	work	bench	collet	
made of metal is installed. This enables safe 
and convenient tightening of work pieces.
The height can also be adjusted – by approx. 
16 cm!
Next to the lower shelf, a recess has been 
milled at the top of the work plate for hol-
ding the tools.
min.	worktop	height:	59	cm
max.	worktop	height:	75	cm
(measured from the floor to the top edge of the worktop)

Art. 528750

Heiliger electric cooker with baking tray
Fully	functional,	sturdy	metal	housing,	robust	electrical	
components, compliant with all applicable technical 
safety	standards	(electrical	training	equipment,	CE	stan-
dard, EMV standard, according to German regulations).
Outer	casing	heats	up	to	about	48°C	–	50°C,	
in	the	oven	177°C,	Energy	efficiency	class	A++
22 x  24 cm x 28 cm 
(decorations not included)

Art. 528900

Children’s cookbook
“Kids kochen” (Children cook)
128 pages with colourful illustra-
tions, explanations, 
instructions and recipes, as well as
lots of Glückskäfer accessories in 
use...
Art. 549001

Permission and equipment for Germany 
and Swiss.
Importation and selling only at your own 
liability.

Baking tray 
for the Heiliger electric cooker
Art. 528953

Heating elements 
for the Heiliger electric cooker
Art. 528952
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Play kitchen with top (both sides can be used)
For	cooking,	baking,	washing
Hotplate size ∅ 11	+	13	cm,	73	x	51	x	92	cm,	
Working height 53 cm
(decorations not included)

Art. 528830

Play kitchen from 3 years

A	real	rarity	on	the	premium	toy	market:	
our brand new quality kitchen in finest beechwood. 
It comes with oiled surfaces and finger-jointed 
drawers surrounded by spacious upper cupboards and 
a	Ceran	cooktop	panel,
and fits directly against the wall to save space.
This delightful play kitchen is guaranteed to wow not only mums but 
dads too, who will love the quality of the carpentry, especially as the 
kitchen is supplied fully assembled in 2 parts.
But most of all it will please the budding young cooks and bakers who 
get to exercise their culinary talents through play.

Play kitchen 
without upper structure
74 x 34 x 63 cm 
Dimensions to upper edge 
of attachment
Art. 528829

Play kitchen with upper cupboard
74 x 34 x 103 cm, 
working height 51 cm
Art. 528828
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Yard brush
stick length 72 cm
overall length 81 cm
PU 4  Art. 533005

varying

fabric

patterns

Metal dust pan
24 cm
red PU 5  Art. 533024
blue PU 5  Art. 533026

Childrens housekeeping toys/Occupations from 3 years

Wooden Iron
L 12,5 cm
PU 2  Art. 532148

Wooden ironing board
without cover
L 60 cm, W 20 cm, H 65 cm
Art. 532150

Ironing board cover
76 x 32 cm
Art. 532152

Dust brush
L 20 cm
PU 5  
Art. 533010

Wooden cloth horse
without decoration
L 55 cm, B 32 cm, H 62 cm
Art. 532182

Acting out occupations is even more fun if you have just the right outfit:

Broom
with horse hair, black
stick length 73 cm
overall length 81 cm
PU 4  Art. 533001

Oven glove
red/white,	padded
L approx. 20 cm
PU 2 Art. 532006

Oven cloth
red/white,	padded
approx. 15 x 15 cm
PU 2 Art. 532008

Dish cloth
red/white,	2	pcs.
approx. 25 x 35 cm
PU 2 Art. 532011

Apron
red/white,	2	pockets,	
from approx. 3-7 years
PU 2 Art. 532004

Nurse
Nurse’s apron 
and hood
PU 2  Art. 534107

Doctor’s outfit cotton
White coat with embroidered cap
2-part	(cotton/washable)
PU 2   Art. 534106

The dressing-up set includes 3 blank name 
tags which can be 
individually	labelled.	You	can	then	slide	
these into the transparent strips above the 
chest pocket.

Doctor’s case
Case	dimensions	
approx. 25 x 10 x 20 cm
Our doctor’s case contains a 
stethoscope from medical specialist 
suppliers among other things, 
muted for children’s ears just to 
be on the safe side. 
The muting can easily be removed 
by adults to allow the child to listen 
to the patient’s real heartbeats.
The accessories are generally very 
realistic and “genuine”-looking. 
Art. 534110
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Cooking set
3 parts, L approx. 16 cm
PU 2  Art. 530600

Bowl
∅ 14 cm
PU 2  Art. 530264

Plate
∅ 16 cm
PU 2  Art. 530262

Cup and saucer
H 6 cm, ∅ 9 cm (saucer)
PU 2  Art. 530260

Pot low
∅ 10 cm
PU 2  Art. 530202

Pan
∅ 10 cm
PU 2  Art. 530222

Pot tall
∅ 10 cm
PU 2  Art. 530232

Pot low
∅ 12 cm
PU 2  Art. 530204

Pan
∅ 12 cm
PU 2  Art. 530224

Pot tall
∅ 12 cm
PU2  Art. 530234

Enamelware with blue painting - a feast for the eyes
(Suitable for use with the Heiliger electric cooker from page 56)

Cooking set stainless steel
(basket), 5 parts 
34 x 21 cm
PU 3  Art. 530740
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Pot with handle
∅ 12 cm
PU 4  Art. 530313

Pot with lid
∅ 9 cm
PU 4  Art. 530300

Pot with handle
∅ 9 cm
PU 4  Art. 530310

Pot with lid
∅ 12 cm
PU 4  Art. 530303

Childrens housekeeping toys from 3 years

Bowl small
∅ 14 cm
PU 4  Art. 530364

Pan
∅ 12 cm
PU 4  Art. 530323

Pan
∅ 9 cm
PU 4  Art. 530320

Bowl large
∅ 16 cm
PU 4  Art. 530366

Our	stainless	steel	assortment	of	highest	quality,	fully	functional	and	can	even	be	used	in	Mama‘s	everyday	kitchen:

Cooking set stainless steel
(basket), 5 parts 
34 x 21 cm
PU 3  Art. 530741

Colander
∅ 11 cm
PU 4  Art. 530350

Cutlery stainless steel
in wooden box
12 Parts
L 10 cm
PU 3  Art. 522042
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Pot with lid, tall
∅ 10 cm, wooden handle
PU 2  Art. 530132

Pot with lid, tall
∅ 12 cm, wooden handle
PU 2  Art. 530134

Pan
∅ 10 cm, wooden handle
PU 2  Art. 530122

Pan
∅ 12 cm, wooden handle
PU 2  Art. 530124

Pot with handle
∅ 10 cm, wooden handle
PU 2  Art. 530112

Pot with handle
∅ 12 cm, wooden handle
PU 2  Art. 530114

Pot with lid
∅ 10 cm, wooden handle
PU 2  Art. 530102

Pot with lid
∅ 12 cm, wooden handle
PU 2  Art. 530104

Waterkettle
∅ 12 cm
PU 3  Art. 530080

Bowl
∅ 12 cm
PU 5  Art. 530060

Milk can
0,5 l, H 14 cm
PU 3  Art. 530078

High quality aluminum dishes. Whether in the Spielküche, on the Heiliger stove (p. 56) or as a bearer of fresh 
milk	from	the	farm.	Here	are	many	possibilities:
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Kitchen scoop
aluminium, L 10 cm
PU 10  Art. 530676

Flat pan
∅ 12 cm
PU 3  Art. 530416

Ring shaped cake
∅ 12 cm
PU 3  Art. 530409

Childrens housekeeping toys from 3 years

Egg beater
L 25 cm
PU 3  Art. 530735

Flour sifter
with handle
H 5,5 cm, ∅ 7 cm
PU 4  Art. 530685

Measuring jug
plastic PPN, 0,5 l
PU 3  Art. 530090

Jelly mould
aluminium, ∅ 7 cm
PU 6  Art. 522110

Grater
stainless steel, L 13 cm
PU 5  Art. 530679

Grater with wooden tray
3 x 7 x 4 cm
PU 2  Art. 530678

Cake rack
∅ 16 cm
PU 4  Art. 530691

Jelly mould
aluminium, ∅ 10 cm
PU 3  Art. 530434

Jelly mould
aluminium, ∅ 12 cm
PU 3  Art. 530435

Wooden bowl
∅ 10 cm, PU 5  Art. 530581
∅ 12 cm, PU 5  Art. 530582
∅ 14 cm, PU 5  Art. 530583

Cuting board
L 19,5 cm
PU 5  Art. 530578
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Display items may vary due to 
changes in product range!

Childrens housekeeping toys from 3 years

Kitchen scoop 
L 14 cm
PU 10  Art. 530565

Baking brush
L 14 cm
PU 10  Art. 530555

Pastry wheel
L 12 cm
PU 10  Art. 530553

Pastry scraper
L 18 cm
PU 10  Art. 530550

Wooden spoon set
3 parts
PU 3  Art. 530763

Spoon
round with hole, L 18 cm
PU 10  Art. 530533

Spoon
pointed with hole, L 18 cm
PU 10  Art. 530534

Spoon
round without hole, L 18 cm
PU 10  Art. 530535

Wooden pastry set
3	parts:	
scraper, spoon, brush
PU 3  Art. 530765

Rolling pin with steel axle
L 17 cm, PU 5  Art. 530524
L 20,5 cm, PU 5  Art. 530522
L 24 cm, PU 5  Art. 530521

Rolling pin
L 21 cm, PU 5  Art. 530510
L 24 cm, PU 5  Art. 530512
L 28 cm, PU 5  Art. 530514

Dishbrush
L 16 cm
PU 4 Art. 532015

Whisk set
3	parts:	
2 spoons 
1 whisk
PU 3  Art. 530762

Display set of kitchen tools
210 parts,
Shelf free of charge
26,5 x 14 x 47,5 cm
Art. 530708

Shelf without content
Art. 571111

Skimmer
18 cm
PU 10  Art. 530711

Turner
18 cm
PU 10  Art. 530712

Soup ladle
16 cm
PU 10  Art. 530713

Pastry scraper
PU 10  Art. 530728

Grater
4 sides, H 8 cm
PU 10  Art. 530721

Whisk large
18 cm
PU 10  Art. 530714

Whisk small
15 cm
PU 10  Art. 530715

Display set of kitchen tools Art. 530390 
Art Name                                                       Quantity
530533  Spoon round with hole 10 pcs.
530534 Spoon pointed with hole 10 pcs.
530550 Pastry scraper 20 pcs.
530555 Baking brush 20 pcs. 
530565	 Kitchen	scoop	 10	pcs.	
530711 Stainless steel Skimmer 10 pcs. 
530712 Stainless steel Turner 20 pcs. 
530713 Stainless steel Soup ladle 20 pcs. 
530714 Stainless steel Whisk large 10 pcs. 
530715 Stainless steel Whisk small 10 pcs. 
530716 Stainless steel Tea strainer 10 pcs. 
530718 Stainless steel Potato masher 10 pcs. 
530720	 Stainless	steel	Cake	server	 10	pcs.	
530721 Stainless steel Grater 10 pcs.
530726 Stainless steel Spaghetti-spoon 10 pcs. 
530727 Salad server 10 pcs.
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Heart
PU 10  Art. 531101

Star, 5 points
PU 10  Art. 531104

Star, 6 points
PU 10  Art. 531105

Mushroom
PU 10  Art. 531108

Fir tree
PU 10  Art. 531110

rabbit 
PU 10  Art. 531125 

Butterfly
PU 10  Art. 531128

Duck
PU 10  Art. 531130

Elephant
PU 10  Art. 531132

Horse
PU 10  Art. 531135

Mini cookie cutters 3 - 6 cm

Cutter Display 
(3 - 6cm)
27 x 14,5 x 47 cm, 
contains 270 
cutters and 
5 wooden rolling pins 
L 21 cm (Art. 530510)
Art. 531100

Decorative example, not 
directly related to the 
current range!

Bear
PU 10  Art. 531136 

Angel
PU 10  Art. 531150

Santa Claus
PU 10  Art. 531152

Comet
PU 10  Art. 531154

Moon
PU10  Art. 531210 

Star
PU 10  Art. 531211 

Fir tree
PU 10  Art. 531214

Household cookie cutters 4 - 8 cm

Angel
PU 10  Art. 531215 

Hen
PU 10  Art. 531218

Polar bear
PU 10  Art. 531219

These Biscuit cutters are also available in the following sets

Christmas, 3 parts
PU 5  Art. 531655

Various shapes, 6 parts
PU 5  Art. 531658

Animals, 6 parts
PU 5  Art. 531659

Moon
PU 10  Art. 531112

Bell
PU 10  Art. 531116

Rooster
PU 10  Art. 531117

Goose
PU 10  Art. 531118

bird
PU 10  Art. 531122

Rabbit
PU 10  Art. 531205

Butterfly
PU 10  Art. 531206

Heart
PU 10  Art. 531209
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Star
PU 10  Art. 531301

Fir tree
PU 10  Art. 531303

Moon
PU 10  Art. 531305

Rabbit
PU 10  Art. 531310

Bell
PU 10  Art. 531306

Giant cookie cutters 13 - 16 cm

Sun
∅ 27 cm, H 6 cm
PU 5  Art. 530499

Horseshoe
10 cm
PU 5  Art. 530487

Bear
11 cm
PU 5  Art. 530476

Sponge cake moulds with appealing motifs and in a number of sizes. 
Some available with crimped edges, marked by an asterisk (*).

Fir tree
12 cm
PU 5  Art. 530479

Boot
12 cm
PU 5  Art. 530484

Flower*
8,5 cm
PU 5  Art. 530470

Owl
9 cm
PU 5  Art. 530474

Comet*
12 cm
PU 5  Art. 530458

Bell
12 cm 
PU 5  Art. 530486

Heart
8 cm
PU 5  Art. 530471

Starfish
∅ 27 cm, H 6 cm
PU 5  Art. 530494

Rabbit
13,5 cm
PU 5  Art. 530475

Lamb
12 cm
PU 5  Art. 530478

Pig
10 cm
PU 5  Art. 530482

Butterfly
10 cm
PU 5  Art. 530472

Sun*
11 cm
PU 5  Art. 530468
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dark yellow PU 2  Art. 546020
orange PU 2  Art. 546022
light green PU 2  Art. 546023
dark green PU 2  Art. 546024
light brown PU 2  Art. 546025
darkbrown PU 2  Art. 546026
redbrown PU 2  Art. 546027

50 g pack 
Colour	mix	yellow	 Art.	546031	
Colour	mix	orange	 Art.	546032	
Colour	mix	red		 Art.	546033	
Colour	mix	green		 Art.	546034	
Colour	mix	blue	 Art.	546035	
Colour	mix	black/red	 Art.	546036	

15 colors, à 50 g 
PU 5  Art. 546000

15 colors, à 100 g 
Art. 546200

Needles for felt
6 assort. 
PU 5  Art. 540030
6 fine 
PU 5  Art. 540032
6 middle 
PU 5  Art. 540034
6 coarse 
PU 5  Art. 540036

Fairy wool
for creating pictures and puppets 
and for felting

Felt needle holder
1-fold (without needle) 
L 8 cm 
PU 5  Art. 540038

Felt needle holder
4-fold (without needle) 
L 6 cm 
PU 5  Art. 540040

Everything for felting, decorating and making pictures from wool

Plant-dyed magic wool

25 g pack  
white PU 2  Art. 546001
apricot PU 2  Art. 546002
pink PU 2  Art. 546011
red PU 2  Art. 546013
violet PU 2  Art. 546014
light blue PU 2  Art. 546016
dark blue PU 2  Art. 546018
light yellow PU 2  Art. 546019
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Starter kit woven beadwork
100 g coloured glass pearls
Special yarn, special nylon thread,
3 special needles
PU 2  Art. 540019

Small bead-weaving frame
33 x 11 cm (without beads)
PU 2  Art. 540018

Handicraft games from 3 years

Wooden fork for knitting
L 18 cm (without wool) 
PU 5  Art. 540005

Small weaving frame
with 2 shuttles and stop comb
colour variable
weaving width 15 cm
PU 2  Art. 540011

Large weaving frame
weaving width 15 cm, 
with a started weaving work, 
2 shuttles and stop comb, 
instructions, sturdy construction 
(without wool)
PU 2  Art. 540012

Round weaving frame
∅ approx. 21 cm (without wool)
PU 2  Art. 540017

Wooden knitting helper
L 11 cm (wihout wool) 
PU 5  Art. 540001

Practice	makes	perfect.	Crafts	are	since	very	popular	home	activities.
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Subject to change

Our international 
representations:

Welcome in Laupheim!

Germany
nic | Spiel + Art GmbH
Uhlmannstraße 42
D-88471 Laupheim
Phone: 0049(0)7392 9700-0
Fax:  0049(0)7392 9700-79
www.nictoys.de
info@nictoys.de

to Stuttgart

to München

Use B30 exit
„Laupheim Mitte“
and follow the signs to
„Am Stadtbahnhof“

Japan
Atelier Niki Tiki
2-31-8 Kichijyoji - Honcho
Musashino-City
JP-180 Tokyo
Phone: 0081 422 21 4015
Fax: 0081 422 21 0291
info@nikitiki.co.jp
www.nikitiki.co.jp

Switzerland
Spielzeug 3 AG
Stephanie Brenk
Tramstraße 66
CH-4142 Münchenstein
Phone: 0041 61 68 34 757
Fax:  0041 61 68 34 764
info@spielzeug3.ch 
www.spielzeug3.ch

Ukraine
ERC
Nataliia Iankovska
42 Olesya Honchara street
UA- 01034 Kyiv
Phone: 00380 44 230 3474
Fax: 00380 44 230 3494
toys@erc.ua
www.erc.ua

USA
The Wooden Wagon
Andrea Frost
89 Elm Street
US-New Salem, MA01355
Phone: 001 978 544 6482
Fax:  001 978 544 6482
info@thewoodenwagon.com
www.thewoodenwagon.com

Greece
Sunray Toys
Stavros Kaminakis
Chora of Naxos Island
GR-84300 Naxos - Cyclades
Phone: 0030 22850 24850
Fax: 0030 22850 24850 
sunraynaxos@yahoo.gr

Great Britain
Vidar
Veronica Moen
The Old Stables
Nine Yews
GB-Cranborne, BH21 5PW
Phone: 0044 1725 - 517085
Fax: 0044 1725 - 517152
office@vidaragency.co.uk
www.vidaragency.co.uk

Japan
Br. Jordan & Co., Ltd.
1512-1, Nakayamacho / 
JP-Nara-shi Nara 631-0012
Phone: 0081 6 6731 4070
Fax: 0081 6 6731 4049
info@brjordan.com
www.brjordan.com
 
Japan 
Omocha Bako Co. Ltd.
26-12 Denenchofu Minami Ota-ku
JP-Tokyo 145-0076
Phone: 0081 3 375 93150
Fax:  0081 3 375 931 70
info@omochabako.co.jp
www.omochabako.co.jp

Australien
Mercurius Australia
Lynne & Jonathan Klugmann
2/123 Merrindale Drive
AU-Croydon, Vic 3136
Phone: 0061 61 39761 6030
Fax: 0061 61 39761 5596
info@mercurius-australia.com
www.mercurius-australia.com 

Austria
Handelsvertretung Karl-Heinz Ruprecht
Münchenerstraße 53
D-84453 Mühldorf/Inn
Phone: 0049 8631 15784
Fax:  0049 8631 15984
karlheinz.ruprecht@t-online.de 

Benelux
Rimex Toys Rene van Mierlo
Oordeelsestraat 16
NL - 5111  PB Baarle-Nassau         
Phone: 0031 626880851 
info@rimextoys.com
www.rimextoys.com

Canada
Fire the imagination
Kyle Tucker
50 Crimea Street, Unit 12
CA-Guelph, ON N1H 2Y6
Phone: 001 888 780 0864
Fax: 001 519 780 5469
firetheimagination@sympatico.ca
www.firetheimagination.ca

China
Shanghai Kang Bo Si
Industrial Co., Ltd
3F, Building 1, No.3000 YiXian road
Baoshan district
CN-Shanghai
Phone: 0086 21 56155029
Fax:     0086 21 56155029 - 808
info@mali-home.cn
www.mali-home.cn 

Croatia
Skrinjica d.o.o.
Ikica Plisic, dipl. oec.
Domjaniceva 8
HR-10000 Zagreb
Phone: 00385 1 2305 600
Fax: 00385 1 2335 652
info@skrinjica.com
www.skrinjica.com 

Finland / Norway / Sweden
EkoLeko AB
Madeleine Limé
Törnrosvägen 10 B
SE-18161 Lidingö
Phone: 0046 8 7651400
hej@ekoleko.se
www.ekoleko.se


